5.2 Information signage

5.2.1 Combined pylon

The combined pylon brings together all classes of signage in a unit. It gives immediate overall orientation in a single sign.

Double unit pylon combined sign

Single unit pylon combined sign
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5.2.2 Wall-projecting signs

Wall projecting signs can be used to indicate business and building names. Legibility and location should be the determining factor in selecting the size of the required sign. Wall projecting signs are set at right angles to the mounting surface.
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5.2.3 Wall-mounted signs

Wall-mounted signs can be used to indicate business and building names. Legibility and location should be the determining factor in selecting the size of the required wall-mounted sign.
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5.2.4 Way finding signs

Wall projecting signs typically appear in prominent positions where they can be seen by members of the public. They also carry directional arrows and content that inform visitors and staff.
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5.2.5 Window Decals

The full emblem, in light grey (sandblasted effect) should be placed on glass doors and windows, to enhance safety and visibility of the emblem.
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5.2.6 Office hours sign

The light grey (sandblasted effect) should be placed on glass doors and windows, to enhance safety, visibility and to communicate important information. All text to be reversed out of a cool grey background. Double doors: The department logo should be placed on the left door. The ‘office hours’ and or other information should be on the right. Single doors: The department logo should be above and all other information below.